
SONY A6000 Macroscope
This is something I call a MacroScope (a combination of camera, telescope and microscope parts). The 
advantages are I can use any M42 or M39 lens or RMS objective as an objective lens. I can also use the 
camera in prime focus or eye-piece projection mode. For eyepieces I can use either standard 23mm 
microscope eyepieces or 1.25 inch telescope eyepieces. In visual mode the image is upright and correct 
reading left to right (it is reversed in prime focus mode). It can also mount the camera directly with a 
standard camera lens.

I started with a desktop Microscope tower. To this I mounted a 300mm long Arca-Swiss type dovetail 
rail using 18mm long M6x1 pan head screws. The screws require removing the threads under the heads 
to match the configuration of a 1/4-20 tripod screw. That rail is installed ‘backwards’ such that the 
dovetail is OUT. This allows standard Arca-Swiss type clamps to be used to mount various 
components. I also added a X-Y stage that is held in place via three 3mm socket head set screws. I 
screwed this last bit up … the angle is off by about 1.5 degrees.



Two configurations (or modes):
1) Standard Camera Lens
2) Bellows with screw mount Objective Lens
*) The bits and pieces can also be used with a 400mm rail for use in horizontal mode

1) Standard Camera Lens
I used an Desmond DBC-50 50mm double clamp to attach a 200mm ARCA nodal rail (the longest I 
could find). The Desmond  Clamp uses a one piece center section making it a bit thinner and more rigid 
than other double clamps.

 

Then a Neewer Worm Drive Macro focusing fail is is attached in the ‘node’ position. An ARCA 50mm 
clamp is attached to the tripod screw of the focusing rail. Hint: lose the silly silicon O-ring on top. It is 
a big source of ‘weeble wobble’.

    



The base of the A6000 is too narrow for a rigid mount via a standard ARCA tripod plate. The camera 
moves if you breath on it. A Haoge CC-S6 Camera Cage is used to mount the Sony A6000 camera. The 
Hoage was chosen because Smallrig does not make a cage for the A6000 that has an ARCA rail. The 
Haoge may cost nearly twice as much but it includes two ARCA rails. I use a 1/4-20 screw on the 
battery end to ‘lock’ the camera in place. I will acknowledge that it takes time and patience to install the 
cage and get it properly aligned with the camera. The addition of the camera cage eliminated almost all  
of the ‘weeble wobble’ problems that I was having.



This photo was taken with the standard Sony Kit 18-50mm lens in “Intelligent Auto” mode. It is 
nothing to write home about but it does demonstrate the standard lens capability. The circuit board is 
70mm x 100mm.

Note the distortion in the lower left corner. The focus point was on the board surface. There is a depth 
of field problem with the tops of those components. 



With the “Venus Optics Laowa 65mm f/2.8 Macro”  lens I can go from 2:1 to about 1:4 magnification 
ratios. The A6000 camera has two focus assist enlargement modes: 5.9X and 11.7X. This lens can 
make practical use of the second of these and that is NOT the case with all the lens I have tried.



2) Bellows with screw mount Lens
This is the mode that I was really interested in. It can be used like a microscope as a visual instrument 
with one’s eye or a photographic device with a camera. Most of the lens are M39 (39mm x 1mm pitch) 
enlarger lenses but I also have several M42 (42mm x 1mm pitch) camera lenses. Then there is the 
occasional oddball T2 (42mm x 0.75mm pitch) lens. There are adapter rings available to interchange the 
three common screw mount lenses among the devices. 

I started this project with a vintage Novoflex bellows and a Novoflex M39 105mm bellows lens. The 
bellows has a rear camera ring that is M42 and front lens ring that is M39. It also came with an adapter 
ring for the M42 lenses. This high quality all metal bellows is among the lightest weigh bellows I have 
encountered. It drove my attention to acquiring a range of M39 enlarger lenses. Unfortunately in testing 
I discovered that the fixed rails that stick out in front of the bellows frequently interfered with getting 
the lens close enough to the subject to bring it into focus. That was very disappointing as I really like 
this bellows.

Moving on … I elected to use an vintage Pentax M42 screw mount bellows. On this bellow both the 
camera mount and the lens mount can be moved anywhere along the focusing rail. I keep the lens 
mount at the front end. On the opposite side of the focus rail is the movable tripod mount so that the 
entire assembly can be repositioned. The M42 rear camera ring can be replaced with a Pentax “K” 
mount ring or perhaps even a T2 ring (if I could find one of the correct configuration). The front M42 
lens ring is part of a mechanism for the Pentax auto lens. The only practical way to change it is to 
replace the entire front lens mounting assembly. I do have an M42-M39 adapter ring but I decided the 
more practical solution was to convert all the lenses to M42 (see GOTCHAS at the end of this 
document).



I wanted to be able to use this device on the desktop like a standard visual microscope. For me that 
means it has to have an erecting prism that makes the image upright and correct reading left to right. I 
decided to use a Orion 1.25 inch Deluxe 45-degree Correct-Image Prism Diagonal that I had on hand. 

To mount the prism to the rear of the bellows I need a 1.25 inch telescope eyepiece holder. The 
eyepiece holder that I chose was the Svbony model that has three set screws and a brass compression 
ring. This is important because it eliminates the ‘weeble wobble’  that the single set screw eyepiece 
holders have. Unfortunately these are ONLY available with T2 threads. I used a T2 to M42 filter ring 
that is epoxied in place to the bottom threads of the eyepiece holder (see GOTCHAS at the end of this 
document).



This arrangement allows one to use 1.25 inch telescope eyepieces. An adapter ring also allows the use 
of standard 23mm Microscope eyepieces as well. The common method for doing this is to use a 
30.5mm microscope adapter and shim it to the telescope eyepiece holder with electrical tape. However 
I found one vendor on eBay that offers a proper 1.25 inch to 23mm eyepiece adapter: 
“zhanghuili1983”.

The ability to use either size eyepiece allows on some flexibility. The longer 1.25 telescope eyepieces 
tend to offer a wider, brighter view while some would ague that the Microscope eyepieces offer a 
higher quality. I created a spreadsheet to compare the two by focal length. For visual use my preference 
is the 25mm or 18mm wide field telescope eyepieces.



Next came the problem of attaching the camera. The thing that I really liked about my old Pentax 
camera microscope adapter was the ability to use it with or without an eyepiece. There are a number of 
camera adapters for telescopes but most suffer from ‘weeble wobble’, light leaks or eyepiece diameter 
limitations. I first looked at using T2 or M42 extension tubes. Unfortunately some of my favorite 
telescope eyepieces will not fit inside these. Then I discovered that M42 focusing helicoid extension 
tubes have a bit larger inside diameter. My very largest 1.25 inch eyepiece will just fit inside one of 
these. So I ordered one in the longest 36 to 90mm length. The next problem was how to attach it to the 
Orion Prism. As it turns out an T2 to M42 filter ring will just barely slip over the outside diameter of 
the eyepiece socket of the Orion Prism leaving the M42 male threads exposed. The inside diameter is 
just a tad larger than the base of the 1.25 eyepieces and it is short enough so as to not interfere with the 
eyepiece fixing thumb screw. The mating surfaces of the Orion prism were lightly sanded and the filter 
ring epoxied to the prism. Lastly a M42 to NEX camera adapter was added to the top for the Sony 
A6000 camera (this could have been a Canon EOS, Nikon or Olympus adapter). Standard M42 
extension tubes can be included if a bit more extension should be required.

     



Well that completes the top end. One only needs to attach a objective lens to the bottom. That can be 
any M39 or M42 camera or enlarger lens. With an appropriates adapter it can also be a microscope 
objective. Just for completeness I have one more chart from my spread sheet:

It should be obvious but I will mention it anyway: The Camera can be also be mounted to the M42  
camera ring on the back-end of the bellows. Now I need to work on the lighting and cleaning some of 
the components that have been sitting in a dusty drawer for up to two decades. I have more than a 
dozen different lenses with focal lengths ranging from 35mm to 200mm as well as a couple of 
microscope objectives. The long term goal is to do a comparison of each of these lenses.



These three pictures were taken handheld with my old P&S camera. I do NOT recommend pixel 
peeping them.







GOTCHAS:
T2 to M42 Filter rings: Consider these to be SINGLE use components. Once screwed in place they can 
only be removed by destroying the ring. 

M39 to M42 Lens Rings: These can be difficult to impossible to remove. There are two types 
manufactured. One has wrench slots cut across the top. The other does not and are the most difficult to 
remove. There is one trick to removing these from the back of a lens: screw on a M42 plastic lens cap. 
Many times griping the cap tightly will allow you to remove the ring.

I use a ‘removable’ thread lock compound when screwing the rings on lenses for permanent use. That 
way ring always comes off attached to the lens.


